
I Bounce You Here
 

 I bounce you here, I bounce you there,  

I bounce you, bounce you, everywhere.  

I hug you here, I hug you there, 

I hug you, hug you, everywhere. 

I tickle you here, I tickle you there,  

I tickle you, tickle you, everywhere. 

Bounces and Rhymes Digital Storytime

When Animals Get Up in the Morning
 

When lions get up in the morning, 

when lions get up in the morning, 

when lions get up in the morning, 

they always say good day.  

And this is what they say: make animal sound  

 

Repeat with different animals and sounds.

Two Little Blackbirds
 

Two little blackbirds sitting on a hill.    

(hold up index fingers)

One named Jack, 

(wiggle one index finger for Jack) 

and one named Jill.

(wiggle the other index finger for Jill)

Fly away Jack. 

(index finger Jack flies behind back)

Fly away Jill.

(index finger Jill flies behind back)

Come back Jack.

(index finger Jack flies to front)

Come back Jill.

(index finger Jill flies to front)

 

I Like...
 

I like to go fast. (bounce baby quickly)

I like to go slow.  (bounce baby slowly)

I like to go up, up, up like so!  (lift baby in air)

I like to go fast.  (bounce baby quickly)

I like to go slow.  (bounce baby slowly)

I like to back and forth like so!  (rock baby)

I like to go fast.  (bounce baby quickly)

I like to go slow.  (bounce baby slowly)

I like to snuggle and cuddle like so!  (snuggle with baby)

 

Popcorn, Popcorn
 

Popcorn, popcorn. Sizzling in the pan.

(bounce with child) 

Shake it up!  Shake it up! 

(gently shake child from side to side)

Bam! Bam! Bam!

(clap 3 times)

Popcorn, popcorn. Now it’s getting hot.

(bounce with child) 

Shake it up!  Shake it up! 

(gently shake child from side to side)

Pop! Pop! Pop!

(lift baby in the air)   



Walk Old Joe
 

(with child in lap begin with a slow bounce)
 

Walk old Joe.  Walk old Joe.

You walk better than any horse I know.

Walk old Joe.  Walk old Joe.

Whoa, Joe! Whoa, Joe! 

(lean back on each "whoa")

 

Repeat with:

Trot old Joe. (bounce a little faster)

Gallop old Joe. (bounce really fast)

 

See You Later, Alligator
tune: Oh, My Darling Clementine

 

See you later, alligator.

In a while, crocodile.

Give a hug, ladybug.

Blow a kiss, jellyfish.

 

Additional Verse:

Toodle-oo, kangaroo.

Out the door, dinosaur.

Bye-bye butterfly.

Gotta go, buffalo.

 

My Little Red Wagon
(bounce with child in lap)

 

 Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon. 

Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.

Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.

Won't you be my darlin'.  

Oh, no!  Something’s broken.  

Let’s fix it with our… 

…Screwdriver

…Hammer

…Saw

 

Riding in a Car
 

We’re riding in a car.

We’re riding in a car.

Heigh-ho, away we go,

We’re riding in a car.

Vroom!  Vroom!

 

Repeat with:

Riding on a bus…Beep! Beep!

Riding on a train…Choo! Choo!
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I Can Wiggle My Fingers
 

I can wiggle my fingers.

I can wiggle my toes.

I can wiggle my shoulders.

I can even wiggle my nose.

Now all of my wiggles are out of me,

and I can sit, as quiet as can be!


